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Abstract
Multifunctional, complex oxides capable of exhibiting highly-coupled electrical, mechanical, thermal, and magnetic susceptibilities have been
pursued to address a range of salient technological challenges. Today, efforts are focused on addressing the pressing needs of a range of
applications and identifying, understanding, and controlling materials with the potential for enhanced or novel responses. In this prospective,
we highlight important developments in theoretical and computational techniques, materials synthesis, and characterization techniques. We
explore how these new approaches could revolutionize our ability to discover, probe, and engineer these materials and provide a context for
new arenas where these materials might make an impact.

Introduction
In the last 70 years, there has been a strong focus on designing
and engineering materials with “functional” properties—i.e.,
materials that can convert or transduce energy (e.g., electrical,
thermal, mechanical, etc.) for a useful purpose (e.g., sensing,
energy production, positioning, etc.).[1,2] Such materials are
critical as they underpin our ability to address a range of salient
technological challenges, including how we process and store
information, sense and understand the world around us, pro-
duce energy, and much more.[3–6] In this regard, ferroic materi-
als, and in particular those which are ferroelectric, magnetic,
and/or multiferroic have received considerable interest due to
their field switchable stable spontaneous (electric and/or mag-
netic) polarization which is strongly coupled to the thermal
and mechanical responses of the material (represented in an
adapted Heckmann diagram, Fig. 1). In particular, some of the
most widely studied multifunctional materials are complex ox-
ides which exhibit at least three of these functionalities.

The search for, discovery of, and, ultimately, the utilization of
these multifunctional materials has been made possible by a
number of important advances in theoretical and computational
techniques, materials synthesis methodologies, and characteri-
zation techniques which collectively have enabled the realiza-
tion of new materials, control of existing materials, and study
of materials across enormous length- and time-scales. In turn,
these new materials and the insights gleaned from them have
made possible a wide variety of functional devices including:

ferroelectric random access memories, mechanical actuators,
nano- and micro-electromechanical systems (NEMS or
MEMS), infrared detectors, and many more.[3–6] But, the
potential impact of these functional materials goes well-beyond
these commercial applications and researchers are actively lay-
ing the foundation to develop and integrate these materials
into next-generation devices in information technology (e.g.,
spintronic devices, high-density, low-power, multistate logic,
integrated non-volatile memories), energy harvesting and con-
version (e.g., photovoltaic devices, pyroelectric energy conver-
sion, and catalysis), solid-state cooling (e.g., electrocaloric and
multicaloric devices), and more.

In this prospective, we highlight some of the most important
recent advances in terms of materials design and discovery,
understanding, and characterization for ferroelectric/multifer-
roic materials while looking to the future for what might lie
on the horizon for this community. In particular, we explore po-
tential areas of growth, important techniques, and methodolo-
gies gaining traction that could revolutionize our ability to
discover, probe, and engineer these materials providing a con-
text for new arenas where these materials might make an
impact.

Genome mapping and data mining in
ferroics
Advances in high-performance, low-cost computing, high-
capacity data storage, and high-speed data transfer have led
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to an explosion in data generation. It is predicted that world-
wide data generation will double every year in the near fu-
ture.[7] Experimental and computational science has followed
similar trends, and it is now possible for a single researcher
to generate terabytes of data in a single day. Traditionally this
data has been sorted and analyzed by “hand”, condensed to a
manageable structure, and published as a few thousand words
and a few figures. The raw data are, however, rarely curated
or published in a systematic way. In turn, most scientific data
are only analyzed and interpreted by a select group of research-
ers with access to the raw data. Such isolated “data nodes” pre-
clude the formation of interconnected, networked segments of
scientific knowledge between research groups, significantly

limiting the scientific impact extracted from the data.
Recently, there has been growing interest in applying data an-
alytics such as unsupervised and supervised neural networks,
genetic and evolutionary algorithms, statistics-based methods,
and machine learning to rapidly mine data.[8–16] There are con-
siderable challenges, however, due to the significant complex-
ity that has been developed in both the fields of materials
science and data analytics. Advances in these approaches will
rely heavily on those researchers who can bridge this gap and
establish interacting “social networks” between these two com-
munities [Fig. 2(a)]. Here we discuss how the assemblage of
these networks could facilitate the discovery of new multifunc-
tional materials and phenomena.

Figure 1. Adapted Heckmann diagram showing ferroelectric susceptibilities in multiferroic materials. Table shows the various susceptibilities that multiferroic
materials can exhibit.

Figure 2. (a) Overview of networked combined computational and experimental approach to discovery of new multifunctional materials (Reprinted from [32],
with the permission of AIP Publishing). (b) Graphical representation of the computed piezoelectric coefficients of 941 materials. A series of concentric circles
indicate the maximum value of longitudinal piezoelectric modulus ||eij||max. Concentric circles correspond to moduli ||eij||max of 1, 2.5, 5,10, and 20 C/m2. The
compounds are segmented according to their crystal and point-group symmetry classes (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41]).
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To date, many of the watershed events in the development of
multifunctional ferroic materials have centered on the chance
discovery of novel materials or classes of materials. In recent
years, however, materials discovery and design has brought
to bear an expansive set of theory, modeling, and computation-
al (TMC) approaches including density functional theory (DFT)
calculations,[17] atomic-scale simulations (i.e., Monte Carlo,[18]

molecular dynamics,[19,20] and effective Hamiltonians[21,22]),
and mesoscale Landau-based thermodynamic models (i.e., nu-
merical phase-field[23,24] and Ginzburg–Landau–Devonshire
(GLD) models[25,26]) that can be used to both predict and under-
stand multifunctional phenomena. These TMC approaches
have, however, been relatively limited to a few specific material
systems and conditions (i.e., compositional, temperature, strain,
etc.) due to both limitations in computing capacity and a lack of
availability of phenomenological constants and parameters. In
the last decade, and particularly since the launch of the
Materials Genome Initiative,[27] there has been a massive push
to utilize predictive high-throughput (HT) electronic-structure
calculations based on DFT and the tools of data science to dis-
cover new materials with targeted properties, which stands
ready to revolutionize how we design and discover new ferroic
materials.[9,28–30] The associated development of curated data-
bases[9,31–35] and open-source software[33,34,36] for automated
property calculations has enabled consideration of tens of thou-
sands of compounds in the search for newmaterials and property
combinations. These efforts have provided a predictive frame-
work for computing a wide range of material properties includ-
ing: phase stability,[23] electronic and crystal structure,[37] elastic
moduli,[38] thermal conductivity,[39,40] dielectric and piezoelec-
tric response,[41] polarization, andmuchmore. Furthermore, it is
now possible to automate DFT-based computational workflows
such that large amounts of data on material properties can be ob-
tained. Similar approaches have already been applied in the
search for: improved catalysts,[42] new electrode materials for
batteries,[28] new intermetallic compounds,[43] topological insu-
lators,[44] and thermoelectric materials.[45] Despite this progress,
relatively little work has focused on HT discovery of new polar/
ferroelectric systems,[46] but such TMCapproaches are poised to
be implemented in this regard.

In this direction, researchers have demonstrated a database
predicting the piezoelectric tensors of 919 different materials
[Fig. 2(b)].[41] This work suggests a number of novel, Pb-free
compounds that are candidates to have high piezoelectric re-
sponse. Further development of these approaches and screening
of multifunctional materials could lead to the discovery of ma-
terials with interesting and novel polar phases, strain-induced
polar phases, and regions of strain-induced phase instabilities;
all of which could provide for enhanced materials performance.
These HT TMC approaches can also be adapted to predict phe-
nomenological constants from first principles,[32] allowing pre-
diction of temperature- and field-dependent susceptibilities
over large length- and time-scales. Computational data collect-
ed can also be easily collated to populate online materials data-
bases such as the Materials Project,[32] AFLOWlib,[33] and

Open QuantumMaterials Database (OQMD).[31] Such databas-
es can be combined with experimental data which can then be
mined using statistical approaches and predictive machine
learning algorithms; providing needed direction for additional
(potentially resource intensive) computational exploration and
further experimental materials development.

It should be noted, that such data analytics concepts are not
limited to computational materials discovery alone and experi-
mental methods are becoming increasingly data intensive, com-
monly generating large multidimensional datasets (>3
dimensions). Such “big data” experiments are common in
(time-resolved) synchrotron- and neutron-based diffraction
and imaging,[47] scanning-probe microscopy,[48,49] and (scan-
ning) transmission electron microscopy.[49–51] These multidi-
mensional datasets can be particularly powerful as they can
provide dynamic spectroscopy of materials enabling the direct
observation of material responses under external perturbations
(at practically relevant timescales). The large datasets that are
produced are generally not suitable for brute force analysis as
the pertinent features occur over a dimensionality difficult to
comprehend. For example, a relatively simple band-excitation
piezoresponse force microscopy (BE-PFM) switching spectro-
scopy experiment, a scanning-probe-based technique capable
of imaging local piezoelectric switching, generates four-
dimensional (4D) datasets (space [64 × 64] × frequency [64] ×
voltage [128]) typically >256 MB in size.[48] Detailed analysis
of such multidimensional datasets (beyond 3D) is most effec-
tively analyzed using data analytics such as multivariate statisti-
cal analysis to reduce data dimensionality, allowing the
visualization and extraction of scientifically relevant informa-
tion. In this regard, there is an expansive set of statistical tools
including principal component analysis, Bayesian de-mixing,
independent component analysis (ICA), clustering algorithms,
neural networks, etc.[8,52] that can be adapted to analyze these
datasets.

Such approaches have recently been applied to ferroic mate-
rials in the study of local relaxation behavior in ferroelectric
relaxors (1− x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–xPbTiO3 (PMN–xPT).[53]

In this example, relaxation in the piezoresponse was measured
using BE-PFM as a function of time (in the remanent state) fol-
lowing a DC bias of varying magnitude [Fig. 3(a)]; and thus the
final dataset is 4D A = (x, y, V, t). Through the use of ICA the
amplitude of the piezoresponse can be represented as the sum
of “n” number of independent components (representing a re-
sponse) multiplied by a mixing coefficient at each point
[Figs. 3(b)–3(e)]. ICA of this dataset, assuming two indepen-
dent components, revealed two primary modes of response
whose relative character varies spatially. The first component
S1(t) can be well fit by an exponential function, the expected
relaxation response. The second component S2(t) showed a
slower somewhat larger response indicative of mesoscopic dis-
order. Using these approaches, it was determined that the meso-
scopic heterogeneities in PMN–0.28PT are correlated to
differing volume fractions of rhombohedral and tetragonal
phases under the tip.
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While there has been a tremendous growth in the implemen-
tation of multivariate statistical analysis in the experimental
study of multifunctional materials, this is not yet standard prac-
tice. Most experimental researchers are unaware of the lan-
guage, scope, and methodologies of big-data analytics and, in
turn, do not effectively mine or even collect all of the data
they could. For instance, during data collection most experi-
mental equipment pre-processes data, storing only the data
deemed to be of the highest value. As big-data approaches be-
come more integrated into the scientific approach, experimental
systems will need to be redesigned or reprogrammed to acquire
a fuller set of data (for an example, see g-mode scanning probe
studies[54]). This, as a result, will facilitate the growth of curated
experimental databases, which can be rapidly mined using
supercomputer-based statistical analyses and machine learning
techniques redefining the scope and insight gleaned from ex-
perimental characterization. Looking forward, we can expect
to see increased collaboration between computational data sci-
entists and experimentalists. As the potential impact of these
big-data analysis techniques become more mainstream we
can expect the development of complex networks where
computational results and raw data from full data-acquisition
experiments are fed directly into curated databases accessible
to the global research community. These databases will enable
the materials genome to be mapped and the data to be mined

without constraints of experimental/computational resource
availability. This “networked” approach has the potential to re-
shape the scientific and technological landscape revolutioniz-
ing the efficiency of scientific discovery, but will require that
researchers establish and implement expectations for participa-
tion, data access protocols and rules regarding access, and own-
ership of intellectual property.

Reshaping ferroic physics—exploring
exotic and emergent polarization
states
Researchers have explored an enormous phase space of mate-
rials by leveraging their ability to manipulate chemistry and
elastic boundary conditions (i.e., epitaxial strain, film thick-
ness, geometry, etc.) to engineer the crystal and domain struc-
ture, and ultimately, the response and susceptibility of
multifunctional materials. Using these conventional strain-
based approaches it has been possible to manipulate the prop-
erties of multifunctional materials including inducing room
temperature ferroelectricity in paraelectric SrTiO3,

[55,56] en-
hancing ferroelectric transition temperatures and remnant po-
larization in BaTiO3,

[57] and creating the novel multiferroic
EuTiO3 which is neither ferroelectric nor ferromagnetic in the
bulk.[58] Recently advances in control of interface chemistry
and in situ monitoring/control of growth processes has enabled

Figure 3. (a) Sample-averaged (all 2500 points), off-field piezoresponse relaxation amplitude on PMN-0.28PT. Independent component analysis (b) c1 mixing
coefficient map, (c) graph of independent component s1, (d) c2 mixing coefficient map, (e) graph of component s2 (Reprinted from [54], with the permission of
AIP Publishing).
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the manipulation of these materials at the sub-unit-cell level.[59]

In turn, it is possible to create tailored interfaces and superlat-
tices that are nearly “atomically sharp” (minimal chemical in-
termixing) as well as designer chemical gradients. This
ability to manipulate the chemistry, strain and strain gradients,
and the electrostatic boundary conditions of multifunctional
material allows for the design of nano-/meso-scale polar struc-
tures with unique susceptibilities and response.

For example, there has been growing interest in generating
inhomogeneous polarization states (or polarization gradients)
in multifunctional materials. Such inhomogeneous polarization
states are interesting as they provide a way to break symmetry,
generate a preferred poling direction,[60,61] broaden ferroelec-
tric transition temperatures,[62,63] decouple typically coupled
order parameters,[61,64] give rise to exotic space charge arrange-
ments,[65,66] among other effects, enabling the optimization of
materials responses[61,67] and even giving rise to novel func-
tionalities.[68] While there are many routes to achieve inhomo-
geneous polarization gradients, the most common approach
leverages the flexoelectric effect [Fig. 4(a)], the linear coupling
of a strain gradient ∂εij/∂xk to the polarization (Pi), an interac-
tion mediated by a fourth-rank flexoelectric tensor (μijkl).

[69]

From a materials engineering standpoint there are now many
effective routes to generate large strain gradients (on the
order of 105–106 m−1), including: controlled strain relaxa-
tion,[70] ferroelastic domain walls,[71,72] through compositional
grading,[60,61,73,74] and by creating nanoscale free-standing struc-
tures.[75] For example, to achieve strain gradients using composi-
tional gradients, an epitaxially strained film is grown wherein the
chemistry is changed such that the bulk lattice parameter(s) of the
film evolves with the thickness [Fig. 4(b)]. Using this approach
large strain gradients of the order of 105 m−1 have been achieved
in compositionally-graded PbZr1−xTixO3 resulting in shifted fer-
roelectric hysteresis loops (i.e., built-in potentials), highly sup-
pressed dielectric susceptibilities, and enhanced pyroelectric

figures of merit.[60,61,74] Additionally, it has been found that
these chemical and strain gradients can modify the morphology
and response of ferroelastic domains; making them appear more
needle-like rather than parallelepiped-like [Fig. 4(c)].[73]

Subsequent studies of electric-field induced switching identified
that these needle-like ferroelastic domains are highly mobile ex-
panding (or contracting) from the free surface depending on the
direction of the applied bias.[73] This unusual field-dependent re-
sponse renders these domains highly mobile in the out-of-plane
direction yet spatially localized in the plane; prompting them to
be called “springy” in nature.[76] Such work highlights the ability
to utilize strain gradients to finely control the structure, response,
and properties of ferroelastic domains. These new modalities of
domain engineering provide a nearly limitless space to engineer
domain wall functionalities facilitating the fabrication of a range
of proposed domain wall-based devices.

To provide greater flexibility in the design of strain/polariza-
tion gradients, researchers have created free-standing hetero-
structures wherein the strain/polarization gradients can be
tuned “on-demand”.[75,77] Such, NEMS/MEMS permit the gen-
eration of large dynamic strain gradients wherein flexoelectric-
ity is a dominant feature. One recent example using this concept
was the fabrication of all-oxide nanocantilevers composed of
SrTiO3 sandwiched between two SrRuO3 electrodes on
SrTiO3-buffered Si [Fig. 4(d)].[75] This study demonstrated
that SrTiO3-based free-standing devices fabricated using
state-of-the-art techniques with large flexoelectric effects can
outperform the best piezoelectric electromechanical actua-
tors.[75] These foundational studies are just the tip of the ice-
berg. It will be exciting to see these concepts become mature
technologies.

Despite these recent successes there are still many open
questions regarding the understanding and utilization of
strain/polarization gradients and flexoelectricity. The principal
area of contention relates to the magnitude of the flexoelectric

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration indicating the fundamental principles of flexoelectricity. (b) Phase diagram and lattice parameter evolution in PbZr1−xTixO3
system showing how compositional gradients with large strain gradients can be fabricated (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [60]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society). (c) Cross-sectional nanobeam diffraction strain mapping out-of-plane strain image of needle-like ferroelastic domains in compositionally-
graded heterostructures. Strain values indicated are in reference to the GdScO3 pseudocubic lattice parameter (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [73],
Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group). (d) Top, schematic drawing of flexoelectric actuator consisting of SrTiO3 sandwiched between to SrRuO3 electrodes.
Bottom left, optical image of an array of fabricated nanocantilevers. Bottom Right, image of nanocantilever colored to indicate the out-of-plane deflection
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [75], Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group).
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coefficient which experiments find to be orders of magnitude
larger than theoretical predictions.[78] The recent implementa-
tion of advanced nanoscale transmission electron microscopy
techniques coupled with “big data” analytics are on the brink
of being able to reconcile this discrepancy[73,79] as they can
now directly measure strain gradients in materials and this
new understanding will, in turn, likely usher in a new era of
strain gradient-based polarization engineering.

Leveraging the ability to generate inhomogeneous strain and
polarization gradients, researchers have also sought routes to gen-
erate topological structures in polar materials. While simple pla-
nar topological defects, such as those formed by domains have
been utilized to stabilize new phases and structures[80] that can
act as nanoscale functional elements,[81,82] there is both funda-
mental[83,84] and technological[82] interest in designingmore com-
plex topological states in multifunctional materials such as
vortices, waves, merons, skyrmions, etc. [Figs. 5(a)–5(e)][85,86]

and exploring their formation, susceptibilities, and phase transi-
tion characteristics.[87] Using computational approaches, a wide
range of novel orders, structures, and effects have been predicted
including axial peizotoroidic, electric toroidal susceptibility,

pyrotoroidic, etc.[88] The highly coupled order parameters in
these topological structures could facilitate new device concepts
for random access memory (RAM), nanoscale transducers, sen-
sors, switches, motors, etc.[87] In particular, it has been proposed
that vortex structures could give rise to amultifold increase in stor-
age capacity for non-volatile ferroelectric RAM.[89] Despite con-
siderable theoretical and modeling work,[90–92] it was only in the
last year that such novel topologies of polarization were experi-
mentally realized. For example, smoothly varying polar vortices,
were created and observed in superlattices of paraelectric SrTiO3

and ferroelectric PbTiO3 [Figs. 5(f)–5(i)].
[93] These vortex struc-

tures are thought to be stabilized by a competition of gradient,
electrostatic, and elastic energies. Initial studies have suggested
that these vortex states can be transformed into a uniform polari-
zation state providing a potential pathway for controllability and,
ultimately, functionality.[94]

With experiments now catching-up with theoretical and
modeling approaches, there are expansive opportunities to ex-
plore new systems and create new topologies; and it will be ex-
citing to see how future studies can control, manipulate, and
utilize these topological states. Future work will likely leverage

Figure 5. 2D projections of proposed/realized topological structures based on ferroelectric polarization wherein the order parameter is represented by the
direction of the arrows for (a) a radial skyrmion, (b–c) vortex structures, (d) a chiral skyrmion, and (e) a four-quadrant closure structure (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [82]). (f) Observation of vortex/anti-vortex structures in intermediate periodicity (PbTiO3)10/(SrTiO3)10 superlattices realized using
cross-sectional, atomic-scale imaging via scanning transmission electron microscopy (the overlaid polarization vector maps represent the local polar distortion).
(g) A magnified image of a single vortex/anti-vortex pair where the polarization state within such vortex pairs can be visualized. (h) Phase-field simulations of the
same superlattice structure also predicting the vortex pairs. (i) The curl of polarization (∇ × P) for a vortex pair, extracted from the data in (g). The data is plotted
with a red/blue color scale where no-vorticity (curl = 0) is white, clockwise (negative) is blue and anticlockwise (positive) is red. (Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [93], Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group).
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multi-scale modeling approaches to deterministically control
polarization field textures (i.e., type, scaling, winding number,
etc.).[85,86] Furthermore, it is possible that topological polariza-
tion states can be induced in intrinsically multiferroic materials
(such as BiFeO3), such that the ferroelectric polarization which
is coupled to antiferromagnetic and canted moments[95] can in-
duce topological states in the magnetic sublattice. Such multifer-
roic topological states could provide a powerful and versatile
pathway to achieve large susceptibilities and novel functionali-
ties. Finally, due to the complexity of these topological polariza-
tion states an extension of common characterization protocols
will be required to understand their structure and response
under applied fields. This will motivate the development and im-
plementation of advanced electron microscopy, resonant x-ray
scattering, spatially-resolved optical techniques, as well as polar-
ized light temperature-dependent studies of susceptibilities in
exotic structures (e.g., electric toroidic and pyrotorodic).

All told, the community stands poised to reshape ferroelectric
physics or order by manipulating chemistry and electrical and
elastic boundary conditions at the nanoscale. The combination
of detailed computational simulation, advances in growth and
fabrication techniques, and deeper understanding of polarization
physics are now enabling researchers to directly mold polariza-
tion states “on demand,”making the design of novel and techno-
logically relevant nanoscale functional elements possible.

Addressing global challenges—
ferroics in energy and the environment

Little needs to be said to emphasize the growing importance
and immediate impact that cutting-edge research and develop-
ment needs to have on matters of extreme societal import in-
cluding energy and the environment. In this section, we
highlight the potential role for ferroic materials in this regard.

One area of interest that is poised for major impact in the
coming years is the study of ferroelectric photovoltaics.[96–98]

The bulk photovoltaic effect (or photogalvanic effect) is ob-
served in non-centrosymmetric materials exhibiting a polariza-
tion without the need for junction-based structures. Recent
years have seen marked advances in our understanding of
these effects wherein theoretical approaches have highlighted
how excitation of quantum wave packets in non-
centrosymmetric materials can lead to the formation of “shift
currents” or the excitation of carriers from one band to another
while moving from the initial real space location.[99–101] A sec-
ond effect, the anomalous or ballistic photovoltaic effect, de-
scribes how, unlike in conventional photovoltaics where the
photovoltage is limited by the band gap of the material, in sys-
tems with a spontaneous polarization, photovoltages can be or-
ders of magnitude higher than the band gap. The ballistic
contribution to the bulk photovoltaic effect is now thought to
arise from asymmetric scattering from phonons and lattice de-
fects. In polydomain ferroelectrics, an additional opportunity
arises wherein the domain walls can act as charge separators.
In ferroelectric and multiferroic materials, a high density of

domain walls can amplify the anomalous photovoltaic ef-
fect.[102–106] Subsequent research has worked to better under-
stand these bulk photovoltaic and domain-wall-based
mechanisms.[107,108] This area is primed for future development
as researchers determine how to create devices with the opti-
mum geometries required to extract useful function from
these systems. Particularly there is interest in how to enhance
photoexcited carrier concentrations and motilities as well as de-
termining the role of electron correlations in photo transport. In
turn, efficiencies and applicability will be improved. In this re-
gard, one of the most promising developments in recent years
has been the design of a new class of low band gap polar mate-
rials, including [KNbO3]1−x[BaNi1/2Nb1/2O3−δ]x which can be
tuned to have a band gap from 1.1 to 3.8 eV and (with x = 0.1
and a band gap of 1.39 eV) have produced photocurrent densities
∼50 times larger than classic ferroelectric photovoltaics![109]

Another area of impact for ferroic materials is in the devel-
opment of cooling technologies. Refrigeration accounts for
nearly 10% of commercial energy use[110]; however, within
the past few decades, refrigeration technologies have remained
essentially unchanged. Multifunctional materials which allow
the mutual convertibility of work from an external perturbation
(i.e., mechanical, magnetic, and/or elastic) and heat (or en-
tropy) represent a potentially important class of materials to re-
alize solid state refrigeration without the need for gaseous
refrigerants.[111] For instance, if one was to take an expanded
spring and release the tension, move a piece of nickel away
from a magnet, or remove an electric field from a paraelectric
crystal these materials would absorb heat (entropy) from the en-
vironment thereby cooling it. In turn, there is significant interest
in cooling via application of magnetic fields (magnetocaloric),
electric fields (electrocaloric), and/or mechanical stress (elasto-
caloric). While most of the caloric effects (elastocaloric and
magnetocaloric) have predominantly been studied in polymers,
intermetallics, and alloys, electrocaloric effects which require a
material with a spontaneous polarization are limited to pyro-
electric, ferroelectric, or multiferroic materials.

The recent reemergence of interest in the electrocaloric effect,
in particular, has been driven by demonstrations in thin-film de-
vices wherein small voltages (<5 V) can drive potentially large
electrocaloric responses [Fig. 6(a)]. Large effects generally
occur when designing materials in the vicinity of phases transi-
tion,[112] typically achieved using strain or variations in chemical
composition. Using this approach, large electrocaloric effects
(comparable with the thermoelectric effect) have been reported
in PbZr0.95Ti0.05O3 (ΔT = 12 K, ΔE = 481 kV/cm),[113] relaxor
ferroelectrics such as (1− x)PbMgyNb1−yO3–(x)PbTiO3

(PMN–PT) (ΔT = 5–9 K, ΔE = 720–985 kV/cm),[114] and
SrBi2Ta2O9 (ΔT = 4.93 K, ΔE = 600 kV/cm).[115] Concern re-
mains, however, as to how to accurately measure these effects,
particularly in films where the temperature changes and thermal
mass is small. Generally, indirect routes where the polarization
is measured as a function of temperature is used to estimate the
electrocaloric temperature change via a Maxwell relation
(which allows for estimation of an adiabatic temperature or
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isothermal entropy change) are preferred because of their simplic-
ity. Despite their widespread utilization, these indirect approaches
neglect secondary effects such as elastocaloric effects that can be
large in thin films, and thus tend to overestimate the electrocaloric
temperature change. In recent years, efforts have led to the devel-
opment of techniques capable of measuring the electrocaloric re-
sponse directly via infrared imaging,[116] microfabricated device
structures [Fig. 6(b)],[117] laser thermoreflectance-basedmeasure-
ments,[118,119] and differential scanning calorimetry.[120]

Leveraging such measurements, new insights into the phys-
ics of these systems are being unraveled. Of particular interest
are coupled terms and resulting multicaloric responses (e.g.,
piezoelectrocaloric, elastocaloric, magnetoelectrocaloric, etc.).
For example, in PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 thin films, direct electrocaloric
measurements revealed a ∼50% reduction in the electrocaloric
entropy change due to elastocaloric effects arising from sub-
strate clamping.[118,121] Based on first principles studies of
PbTiO3, it was predicted that the multicaloric effect could far ex-
ceed either the electrocaloric or elastocaloric effects.[122] In turn,
future heterostructure design conceptsmust be chosen to leverage
(or at least consider) these secondary effects. In a similar vein, re-
searchers have sought routes to engineeringmulticaloric respons-
es using magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroic materials/
heterostructures where application of either electric or magnetic
fields can couple to both ferroic order parameters (ferroelectric
and ferromagnetic). Initial work in this regard has focused on
magnetoelectric heterostructuresdesigned to exhibit strongly cou-
pled ferroic order. For example, indirect estimates of such effects
have been reported for Ni44Co5.2Mn36.7In14.1 ribbon and PMN–
PT composites[123]. Recently this concept was exploited in an all-
oxide heterostructure of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on BaTiO3 substrates
wherein it was shown that giant reversible magnetocaloric effects
can be driven by interfacial strain resulting from the rhombohe-
dral-to-tetragonal phase transition in BaTiO3 at ∼200 K. It was
determined that the giant entropic change observed (|ΔS/
μ0ΔH|∼9 J/K/kg/T ) was due to strain induced changes in ferro-
magnetic/paramagnetic volume fractions [Fig. 6(c)].[124] With a

similar directive, recently it was demonstrated that the irreversible
nature of the giantmagnetocaloric effect inFeRh can beovercome
by a dual-stimulus magnetic–electric refrigeration cycle enabling
large electrocaloric effects to be achieved over ∼100 K tempera-
ture range inclusive of room temperature.[125] These exciting re-
sults motivate the exploration of new composite geometries and
material, which could be used to optimize the magnitude and op-
erational range (i.e., temperature, magnetic field, etc.) where large
magnetoelectrocaloric effects can be achieved.

Looking forward, work on calorics has a rather clear, but not
straightforward goal: create the biggest temperature changes
with the least applied fields across the widest temperature
range possible. To achieve these goals, novel heterostructure
concepts are needed. For example, work on compositionally-
graded ferroelectrics has already shown that the presence of a
built-in field can suppress the dielectric permittivity while hav-
ing minimal effect on the pyroelectric response, in turn, en-
hancing the pyroelectric and the electrocaloric figures of
merit.[61] Likewise, such compositionally-graded ferroelectrics
may also exhibit large responses over wider temperature ranges
than homogeneous materials. Alternatively, exotic
highly-ordered ferroelectric phases such as polar vortices in
oxide superlattices[93] could give rise to novel caloric effects,
namely the toroidocaloric effect,[126] analogous to those ob-
served in magnetic-vortex structures such as LiCo(PO4)3 and
Ba2CoGe2O7. While the jury is still out on what the most effec-
tive material and/or device structure is to maximize caloric re-
sponses in multifunctional materials these exciting recent
developments hold promise that these effects previously
deemed just a scientific curiosity will be developed into inte-
grated and functional devices.

A low-power future—ferroics for novel
energy efficient devices
Driven by the already large and growing market for mobile,
battery-powered devices and the rapidly emerging
“Internet-of-Things (IOT),” a new bottleneck in terms of

Figure 6. (a) Schematic diagram indicating the change in polarization that gives rise to electrocaloric and pyroelectric effects (Ref. [111]). (b) Schematic
drawing of microfabricated device capable of measuring pyroelectric/electrocaloric response at high frequency. The device consists of a BaTiO3 thin-film
capacitor with electrical access to top and bottom electrodes. A gold strip placed above the pyroelectric capacitor serves as the resistive heater. A high resistivity
SiO2 layer, sandwiched between the top electrode and heater strip, electrically insulates the pyroelectric film and minimizes interference from the heating voltage
(Reprinted from Ref. [117], with the permission of AIP Publishing.). (c) Intrinsic and extrinsic magnetocaloric effect of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3/BaTiO3 heterostructures.
Graph shows film entropy change ΔS(T) at selected fields. There is evidence of a strong extrinsic magnetocaloric response near the BaTiO3 rhombohedral to
orthorhombic transition. A small magnetocaloric effect is observed at the Tc of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [124], Copyright 2016
Nature Publishing Group).
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speed and power consumption now dominates. As electronics
approach the critical lengthscale of sub-10 nm, Moore’s
Law,[127] which so far has set the pace for transistor scaling,
is nearing its “demise.”[128] As a consequence, there is quite
a bit of interest in alternative approaches to information pro-
cessing, such as quantum or neuromorphic computing. The
possibility for multiple analog states in a ferroelectric hysteresis
loop makes it likely that ferroelectrics will play a key role in
neuromorphic computing.[129] In parallel, ferroics are already
playing a critical role in enhancing conventional digital elec-
tronics. A particularly emergent example is the use of the neg-
ative capacitance time domain regime of ferroelectric
switching[130] and the potential to leverage nanodomain struc-
tures to produce negative capacitance over a large temperature
range.[131] Such approaches will enable us to, at least temporar-
ily, overcome the 60 mV/decade limit that is current in CMOS
transistors.

On the memory front, it would be extremely desirable to sig-
nificantly lower the energy consumption/bit of information
stored. Current memory technologies operate approximately
in the few picoJoule/bit regime of energy consumption.[132]

Approaching the fundamental “Landauer limit” (kT[ln 2])
poses several fundamental and materials challenges.[133] As
an intermediate step, the goal is to create logic and memory
that can operate with an energy consumption of the order of
attojoules per logic or memory operation. This requires a rein-
vention of the materials and architectures of logic and memory.
Multifunctional materials with their multiple susceptibilities
represent a versatile platform to design future microelectronic
devices with the potential of attojoule operation.

Toward this objective, there is considerable interest in de-
signing composite structures which couple multifunctional ma-
terials such that they manipulate the functional properties of
one another. Coupling of functionalities can be mediated by
the lattice (which is typically the case as in piezoelectrics), or
through coupling of spin (exchange coupling), charge (field ef-
fects), and/or orbital effects. Within this framework, there has
been a significant amount of interest in electric-field control
of both the direction and state of magnetism.[134] Typically,
these device concepts rely on generating an acoustic pulse or
strain in one component of the composite structure which is
elastically coupled in such a way that it can generate a measure-
able change in response in another material. In this regard,
many device concepts have been explored including piezoelec-
tronic transistors which operate by using a piezoelectric layer to
drive a metal-insulator transition in a piezoresistive material
[Fig. 7(a)],[135,136] magnetic or ferroelectric tunnel junctions
where the polarization direction alters the tunneling electroresist-
ance enabling the formation of non-volatile memories with large
on/off ratios [Fig. 7(b)],[137–140] (potentially) field effect transis-
tors with negative capacitance that could allow for
ultra-low-power electronic devices,[130,141] and others. In an alter-
native approach, the presence of a ferroelectric polarization can
manipulate the carrier density, and in turn, the electronic proper-
ties of 2Dmaterials (e.g., graphene) enabling the design of robust

field-effect transistors.[142–145] The considerable excitement about
these device concepts has recently lead to the study of ferroelec-
tric/FeRh heterostructures as a new way to harness these effects
[Fig. 7(c)].[146–149] Heterostructures based onFeRh are particular-
ly promising compared with strongly correlated complex oxides
(e.g., cuprates and dopedmaganites) due to the giant electroresist-
ance which can be achieved at near ambient temperatures. FeRh
exhibits a temperature-dependent, first-order phase transition
from antiferromagnetic (low temperature) to ferromagnetic
(high temperature) at ∼100 °C which is characterized by a ∼1%
volumetric expansion.[150] By growing epitaxial films of FeRh
on single crystals of BaTiO3 it was shown that magnetoelectric
coupling coefficients of the order of ∼10−5 s/m can be achieved;
the largest reported for any multiferroic heterostructure and pro-
vidingpotential for use in electric-field-drivenmagnetic and resis-
tive memory devices [Fig. 7(d)].[146] Direct evidence of this
strain-induced magnetic phase transition was observed using
magnetic force microscopy [Figs. 7(e) and 7(f)].[147] Ultimately,
to achieve low-power device operation requires low-voltage oper-
ation. Future studies will likely focus on how to create similar de-
vices with thin film piezoelectric/ferroelectric layers capable of
significantly reducing the operational voltage.

While these proof-of-concept studies are exciting there are
many scientific and engineering challenges that need to be ad-
dressed. From a materials physics perspective, perhaps the top
priority is to identify the fundamental limits of cross-coupling.
Additionally, and equally important, is determining the limita-
tions on dynamics of various coupling phenomena (i.e., switch-
ing speed). From a materials synthesis perspective, one of the
most difficult challenges in creating these heterostructure de-
vices is finding ways to strongly couple (at the atomic level)
dissimilar materials which could have incompatible chemical
structure and reactivity, large lattice mismatch, incompatible
surface energies, and/or deposition conditions.[151] Future stud-
ies will surely explore how to tailor the interfaces to increase
coupling between these layers. Furthermore, creating hetero-
structure devices generally requires the patterning of multifunc-
tional oxide materials. Currently the most common routes
involve multistep processes using focused ion beam,[136,152]

or sacrificial oxide hardmask processes[153]; however, selective
wet-chemical etching would be preferable. One potential route
to achieve increased selectivity in wet-chemical etching pro-
cesses could involve the adaption of metal-assisted chemical
etching to complex oxides.[154] Regardless of the route, the gar-
gantuan impact of composite structures of multifunctional ma-
terials will drive a significant research effort and advancement
within the next decade.

Beyond just using ferroic materials as elements in a compos-
ite structure, there is also growing interest in utilizing the innate
potential for collective, long-range interactions in ferroic mate-
rials to enable novel low-energy devices. The idea here is that
controllable excitation of low-energy perturbations of the ele-
mentary building blocks of these materials could enable long-
range and deterministic changes in the ensemble system.
Such collective behavior is pervasive in nature, and has been
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observed in biological (e.g., clustering of migratory ani-
mals),[155] chemical (e.g., self-assembly of colloidal Janus par-
ticles),[156] and physical (e.g., superconductivity, magnetism,
and martensitic transformations) systems. In ferroics, collective
behavior has been observed in magnets which result in novel
spin states such as skyrmions[157] and artificial spin ice struc-
tures.[158] As an example, recent work has revealed the collective
dynamics of magnetic moment reversal in artificial spin ice sys-
tems that give rise to avalanches with the appearance of 1DDirac
strings as a natural degree of freedom [Figs. 8(a)–8(c)].[159,160]

While collective phenomena are clearly at play on the atom-
ic scale in magnetic systems there has been budding interest in
exploiting mesoscale collective phenomena in ferroelectrics. In
ferroelectrics, collective phenomenon can occur when domain
walls move in a correlated manner. Such collective domain
wall motion reduces the travel distance of the domain walls en-
abling fast switching and, potentially, low-power operation for
devices. Recent studies have observed the alignment of ferroe-
lastic and ferroelectric domains across multiple grain

boundaries as a result of both long-range substrate clamping
and short-range inter-granular coupling.[161] Due to the collec-
tive nature of these domain walls, avalanche-like correlated
domain wall motion can occur upon application of an external
electric field impacting both the nonlinear dielectric properties
in low-field, sub-switching Rayleigh regimes and switching
properties in high-field regimes [Figs. 8(d)–8(g)].[162–167]

While the length scale of collective phenomena in polycrystal-
line ferroelectrics is rather small (as compared with magnetic
systems) due to the presence of grain boundaries, these limita-
tions can be skirted in ferroelectric single crystals or epitaxial
thin films. In turn, there has been a dedicated effort to generate
highly ordered ferroelastic domain structures to exploit collec-
tive phenomenon. One particularly promising example was
demonstrated in (111)-oriented PbZr1−xTixO3 films which ex-
hibit a highly ordered, nanotwinned domain structure with
dense ferroelastic domain walls, wherein the strong elastic cou-
pling between nanotwinned domains should result in collective
motion of domain wall twins [Fig. 7(h)].[168,169] Alternatively,

Figure 7. (a) Piezoelectronic resistor concept with fulling intergraded transductive stack consisting of a piezoresistive element on top of a piezoelectric element
confined by a high Young’s modulus (HYM) yoke. The three metal contacts (gray) are called gate, common, and sense. The large piezoelectric/piezoresistive
cross-sectional area ∼25:1 serves to amplify the stress in the piezoresistive layer relative to the piezoelectric layer (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [136].
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society). (b) Schematic of a ferroelectric tunnel junction consisting of an ultra-thin ferroelectric layer sandwiched between
two metal layers. Readout is performed by passing a small current across the ferroelectric layer, which does not change the polarization state. Due to the
tunneling electroresistance effect the current depends of the direction of the polarization (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [139], Copyright 2016 Nature
Publishing Group). (c) Schematic of electric-field-induced magnetic phase transition in multiferroic heterostructures consisting of an epitaxial FeRh layer and a
perovskite ferroelectric substrate (such as BaTiO3 and PMN-PT, image courtesy of Dr. X. Renshaw Wang, NTU, Singapore). (d) Variation of the magnetization in
FeRh/BaTiO3 heterostructure with the applied voltage at 385 K, after heating under an external voltage of +21 V. The symmetric dependence of magnetization
indicates that the voltage-induced strain effect from the ferroelectric BaTiO3 dominates the magnetoeletric response. The inset shows the voltage dependence of
the out-of-plane parameter of FeRh at 390 K (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [146], Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group). (e) MFM phase images (8 ×
8 μm2) of an FeRh/BTO heterostructure collected after heating up to 376 K with zero E. (f) MFM image of the same region after application of E =−1 kV/cm to the
BTO substrate (at 376 K). The false color stands for the phase shift Δw, which reflects the strength and orientation of out-of-plane magnetic moment (orange
color represents up moment and blue color down). Green color Δw ∼ 0 corresponds to negligible moment (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [147]).
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dense ordered ferroelastic domain structures capable of exhib-
iting collective phenomenon can be obtained by manipulating
the geometry, dimension, and elastic boundary conditions of
ferroelectric structures.[170] This approach has been success-
fully demonstrated in magnetic comb structures where domain
walls can be driven at high velocities,[171] but has only been
minimally exploited in ferroelectrics.

All told, while ferroic-based, low-powered devices are in the
infancy of their development they hold significant promise due
to the large number of highly coupled susceptibilities which
can be exploited. By carefully interweaving the interactions be-
tween dissimilar materials with differing responses and suscep-
tibilities there are near limitless bounds on the device
architectures. There are many important questions, however,
that need to be addressed including exploring the potential
physical limitations of device relevant parameters such as sta-
ble minimum feature size, minimum coercive field, energy dis-
sipation, switching speed, etc. Nevertheless, with the correct
design schemes one could envision creating ferroic-based, low-
power “beyond binary” logic and memory devices that could
truly revolutionize our computational and data storage
capabilities.

Conclusions
In the end, ferroic and multiferroic materials offer a veritable
playground for physicists, material scientists, and engineers

alike. The advances in understanding in the prediction, produc-
tion, and study of these materials in the last few decades have
been astounding, but with each passing year the complexity
and depth of detail that these materials present has also opened
up new questions and paths forward. Today we stand at a cross-
roads for many applications as we look for new materials and
functions to satisfy the needs of the next-generation logic and
memory, sensing, energy conversion, and much more. Ferroic
materials—and their strong physical responses to applied stim-
uli and cross-coupled function—stand poised to impact on
these fields. With continued research our ability to tune and
control these materials in a deterministic fashion will improve
to a point that it becomes viable to consider them in real con-
sumer applications. As such, the research of today is laying
the groundwork for a new generation of uses for this versatile
class of materials.
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